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So how do we recognise the symptoms of a city
suffering from an over emphasis on just one land use
or focusing on just one type of user like a motorist
over a pedestrian, or a tourist over a resident. How
do we spot the signs when too much of a good
thing is simply too much and the city is in decline?

Some planners plan for the instant city not realising
that today’s policy decisions have impact well into
the future. Today’s politically driven decisions,
geared to make it easier to do business for the
current economic drivers, are often the root source
of decline in the city of tomorrow. We have
examples globally where city after city needs to
revitalise and regenerate their central business
district, and rethink their planning policy, after too
much of a single use has reduced the vitality, quality
of life and economic viability originally hoped for
and envisioned.
Whether it’s too much vehicular infrastructure, or
general commercial killing a central business district,
or too much tourism forcing residents out of
affordable long-term rental housing and changing
the landscape of a city from shops catering to daily
life to ‘tatty’ touristic shops, no one benefits in this
scenario. Not the tourists seeking an authentic
experience of place and a true cultural immersion
including eating, drinking and shopping with locals
and especially not the residents some of whom will
be displaced and forced out of homes and
businesses.
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We need to focus on people. To create great
places, including central business districts, it follows
that we need to keep people at the forefront of any
planned interventions, especially a regeneration or
revitalisation. That means listening to stakeholders as
widely as possible. Stakeholders are business owners,
visitors, tourists, residents and everyone who makes
up society including children, young adults, the
elderly, ethnic minorities, the ‘differently-abled’ and
government employees and officials.
The following is a useful guide from experience.
General considerations to redress a declining
central business district (CBD) include:
1. USERS – Who are the users pf the place?
Why are they there? And how long are they
there? Who is not there? Why aren’t they
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there? What would they need to be
present?

and shape policy for a desired future for both the
CBD and the wider community.

It is important to identify who is present and more
tellingly note who is absent. This requires an
understanding of the Demographics for the area.
Central business district users are primarily adults
who are there for the working day, who live outside
of the area. This means there is a mass exodus
afterhours with little to no activity in the evening.
Workers don’t visit the area on the weekend unless
they are there to work. It is important to understand
who is present and what their needs are because
then you can address those needs. Additionally, if
you are looking to attract a broader cross section of
society to a place, then their needs must also be
met.
3. LAND USE ANALYSIS
Note the land uses particularly the economic
growth drivers and the economic growth followers
present and seek to redress as appropriate.

2. COMMUNITY PROFILE
To understand who additional users might be from
outside the immediate CBD, it is important to
understand the wider community, as they may be a
potential source of new CBD residents. There are
other questions to be asked and answered to derive
a community profile like: the gender and age of the
resident population? What percentage of residents
are employed? What sectors are people employed
in? What mode of transport do they use to get to
work? What is their earning power by profession?
What is the gender pay gap? What are their
educational attainments? And what are the size
and composition of the average household? And
the average household income? What percentage
of residents rent or own their own home? Are there
any community amenities? The information
revealed from a community profile could inform
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•

Economic drivers have the largest drawing
radius, and include land uses like: housing,
parks, green and open space, cultural and
entertainment venues, universities and
hospitals. Gardens and Entertainment
venues attract people from outside the
area.

•

Economic
growth
followers
are
neighbourhood serving retail inclusive of
items required for day to day life like:
grocery stores, stationary stores, restaurants,
cafes, pharmacies, hardware stores, home
goods stores, book stores, department
stores, mom and pop shops, self-storage
and so on.

Economic growth followers must have a source of
demand, primarily from inhabited residential units
which should be in place, before or in tandem with
these other built products. Housing should be mixed
income, to ensure vitality. In between economic
contributors are those that must have some
demand in place before they open for example
hotels. So there needs to be enough of a
destination for some in between uses to be feasible.
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It is important to stress that housing supports
recreation, dining and retail, so housing needs to be
in place for these uses to be viable. Primary and
Secondary education schools come last as they
require a large threshold of housing with families of
school age children, to be viable.
Please note these land uses should be part of a
compact, mixed use, human scale, walkable,
attractive development. Care should be taken to
be as inclusive as possible, as vitality is created by
people of ‘different walks of life’ i.e. socio-economic
groups, ages, genders and ethnicities, using a place
at various times of day for various reasons and
purposes. This allows a cross section of diverse
businesses, cultural institutions, public spaces and
residents to benefit from the pedestrian footfall.

•

•

From an examination of the criteria, getting people
into the CBD is crucial. This can be accomplished by
diversifying land uses further to allow multi-income
housing, supporting retail, amenities, entertainment
and quality public realm, parks, open and green
space and multimodal transit.
Per Dr Kelly there are real economic benefits to
developing a night-time economy including
improved occupancy rates, increased office rents
per square foot, increased investment, increased
GDP growth, and job growth to service the night
time economy.

4. NIGHT TIME ECONOMY POTENTIAL
Is fostering a night-time economy a feasible and
desirable possibility for CBD regeneration? and if yes
to what extent is it possible to derive a 16, 18 or 24hour city. In discussions on 24-hour cities, Dr. Hugh
Kelly of Hugh Kelly Real Estate Economics has
identified that 24-hour cities have four of the
following six characteristics.
•

•
•
•

“more than 13% of daily automobile
traffic between the hours of 9pm and
5pm. This means the city is a destination
for out of towners who travel to partake
in the nightlife on offer.
There are more than 25 drug stores open
24 hours within 10 miles of the city center.
The city has a population density of a
minimum 9000 persons per square mile.
A crime rate lower than 6000 crimes per
100,000 of the population or 0.06
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More than 38% of workers using alternate
transportation to commute i.e. not a
personal vehicle or automobile.
A regional distinctiveness Rank above
20”.1

5. BUILT FORM
Invariably the most efficient, effective and
enjoyed built form is compact, mixed use,
walkable, well connected, human scale,
characterful and attractive. Think of those
charming, walkable, compact, fine grained
block networks, with architecturally distinctive
human scaled buildings, in well-loved European
cities with tree lined streets, outdoor cafes and
parks, that many urbanists visit on holiday.
Built form encompasses: block size, building
height, building condition, building character or
lack thereof, culturally significant and historic
sites, blank facades, active frontage, views and
Google Docs. (2018). NAR 24 hour talk-1.pptx. [online] Available
at: https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B0GqzLIj6BbQ1poaGw2MzlhNFU/view [Accessed 11 Jun. 2018].
1
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vistas, safety by design, the walkable built
environment, street and road network, lanes
and paths, public realm, the presence of parks,
squares, plaza and green and open space.
How well the built form is performing can be
gauged by the condition of its public realm,
streets, the number of vacancies, level of
dereliction and decay of properties, cleanliness
or lack thereof, presence of graffiti, (not to be
confused with deliberate and purposeful street
art) and the amount and condition of public
space that is in regular public use, amount of
street furniture and location, the presence of
cohesive appropriate signage, identity
branding, adequate lighting, rest and pause
areas, public amenities and facilities.
This information can inform the identification of
opportunity areas; properties, sites and buildings
that can be redeveloped, reused and
repurposed and or retrofitted to new land uses
like: housing, culture, entertainment, job centres,
retail, public space, parks, community gardens
and urban agriculture and other uses as
appropriate.

6. CIRCULATION NETWORK AND CONNECTIVITY

Walkability is the ability to walk safely and
comfortably in the public realm to a destination that
is close enough to be reached via walking.
Walkability relies on a public realm that is well
connected with multiple routes to various
destinations.
Walkable central business districts
provide safe, continuous, comfortable, walkable
environment with a varied choice of routes that
offer up reasons to walk from point A to point B, with
a visually interesting route and appropriate rest and
pause areas. The safe, interesting and comfortable
walk is a prerequisite to allow people to consider
walking as a means of transport. At the most basic
sidewalks need to be present, continuous and in
good condition without trip and fall hazards,
obstructions or impediments. However, in many
cities this is not the case. A simple tool to evaluate
the walkability of the central business district is to do
a walking audit or walkability study with as many
citizens
and
public
and
private
sector
representatives as practicable. Include someone
young, differently abled and elderly, as possible and
record
findings,
observations
and
recommendations.
In addition to noting how easy or difficult it is to
walk, note how easy or impossible it is to cycle, or
catch the bus. If there is no cycle network, or too
few or poorly designed bus stops, without enough
space, or a place to sit and wait under shelter, a
potential recommendation would be to reshape
the public realm and street network to provide
choice
in
movement,
transportation
and
connectivity, to support pedestrians, cyclists, transit
passengers and as appropriate motorists. Some
parts of the central business district may warrant
partial or total pedestrianisation due to current foot
fall levels and pedestrian/motorist conflicts. This can
be a necessary step to curtail pedestrian fatalities
especially in locations where vehicle-pedestrian
conflicts have led to impacts or collisions and or
alternately where current pedestrian foot fall levels
are high.

To be able to walk, cycle or drive there needs to be
a network of interconnected streets, roads,
sidewalks cycle lanes and pedestrian foot paths.
There also needs to be supporting infrastructure like
bus stops, signage, bus shelters, bike racks and rest
and pause areas with street furniture.
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7. MULTIMODAL
OPTIONS

TRANSPORT

AND

TRANSIT

It is highly desirable that a multimodal transport
network is developed to support the threshold of
residents and visitors to ensure that the percentage
who opt to go car free, have choice in transport
and are able to go about daily life and get to work,
go home, socialise and meet friends and family, go
to entertainment venues, visit the park, get to a
gym, visit the doctors or pharmacy, all with ease.
Essentially residents and visitors need to have
transportation options to participate in social and
community life without having to resort to owning a
personal or family car. That is only possible if people
live, work, and play in a built environment of a form
that facilitates the choice to walk, cycle or take the
bus, tram, tube train or other form of mass rapid
transit. Built form that is well connected both
internally and externally to other districts and
centres that are also compact, mixed use and
walkable, has the infrastructure needed to aid
destination development.
This is especially
important for visitors who will want to visit
destinations and rely on public transport to do so if
distances are too great to contemplate walking or
cycling, and hiring a rental car is not a preferred
option.
A functional and efficient transport and transit
system benefits all sectors. Especially the central
business district, which may be a destination for
conferences, symposiums and clients. Additionally,
some workers may still come from other satellite
destinations to work or be going from work to
another satellite destination.
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8. PUBLIC REALM, PUBLIC OPEN SPACE, PARKS,
GARDENS GREEN SPACE
Public realm, public open space, parks, gardens
and green space are vital to a cohesive society
and a welcoming, inclusive, healthy community. This
is because public space encourages planned and
informal social interactions. Access to public space
encourages everyone to go out into public space
especially, attractive green parks and gardens and
beautiful walkable waterfronts. The interaction with
other humans and nature improves health,
especially mental health. It affords office workers
the ability to recharge and focus when they return
to work after a break with better clarity and
increased productivity and creativity.
Public realm, public open space, parks, gardens
and green space also allows people from different
ethnic, religious and socio-economic backgrounds
to encounter each other. In the safe space
afforded by the public realm, repeat interaction
allows the fear of the unknown stranger to decrease
while tolerance increases. Diversity that is invited
and welcomed into public space begets a tolerant
community and a better society for all. Diversity is a
strength.
Increased social connections not only makes for
better health and wellness but also increases
economic growth, tolerance and personal safety. In
a tolerant society people can move further afield to
patronise shops, markets and businesses at or
enroute to a day out in the park. Often these are
venues
they
would
not
have
otherwise
encountered, if they did not feel free to roam
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beyond the known safe, and often homogenous
enclaves.

made aware of the community benefits derived
from the revenue raised from parking fees.

The tenent is so well understood, that some
organisations focus all their place making efforts on
improving public space for everyone and in that
way influence and effect a happier, healthier more
inclusive and diverse society. In addition to
improving the form of public space there is also
much to be said for Programming and Activation or
event planning and execution. Events give people
a reason to be in a public place and experience
the place in addition to enjoying whatever event or
activity is on offer to enrich public life.

In a night time economy scenario people coming in
would drive, park in a parking structure sand walk to
go, dine, shop or take in some entertainment.
Author and Planner and Professor Donald Shoup has
written books on parking policies that affect cities,
the economy and the environment, and gives
practical and realistic advice to aid cities that want
to stop subsidising the cost of parking. His books
address the following three points:
(1) charge fair market prices for on-street parking,
(2) spend the revenue to benefit the metered
neighbourhoods, and
(3) remove (individual business) off-street parking
requirements.
This last will unlock valuable land assets wasted in
surface parking lots.

9. PARKING REALLOCATION
When there are alternate transportation options on
offer with the appropriate infrastructure in place,
any imbalances in the amount of car parking in the
Central Business District can be redressed and
underutilised excess parking spaces appropriated
for better uses like new development sites and
public parks, plazas and green space.
In a compact, walkable environment parking can
be relocated to public parking structures on the
periphery so those coming to the central business
district via a personal vehicle can park and walk
comfortably and safely to their destinations. These
parking structures can be free or paid depending
on the policy and how established the central
business district is as a destination. In new or small
centres to encourage people to walk and get out
of their cars parking is free. Where the destination is
established and popular and people are
accustomed to parking and walking, parking is
paid. There needs to be a mindset shift where paid
parking is not the norm and drivers need to be
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10. RESILIENCE
Cities depending on their geographical location are
subject to natural disasters. Any area with human
populations needs to plan for the natural disasters
prevalent in their area and safe guard their
populations and economy from shocks or
disruptions due to disaster. There are many types of
natural disaster: from bush fires, droughts, volcanic
eruptions to earthquakes and sinkholes, tornados,
tsunamis, cyclones, hail storms, hurricanes, floods
and sea level rise. Each type of natural disaster
requires a particular response in the built form, and
infrastructure to safe guard human life, in addition
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to
planned
emergency
communication strategies.

responses

and

SPATIAL FORM-AND MOVEMENT NETWORKS

Central business districts in addition to the built form
response will also need to consider back up power
generation, rainwater harvesting and reuse and
potable water stockpiling, in addition to data
security and backup data storage, as well as
emergency vehicle access by land, air or by sea or
river as applicable.
There may also be a number of strategies in place
for individual businesses to safeguard their human
resources or limit their liability to human resources.
This may include plans to:
•

Evacuate employees and fly workers
and their families to unaffected
areas elsewhere.

•

Shelter employees where workers
and their families and pets are
housed in shelters on site, stockpiled
with food, water and emergency
medical supplies.

•

11. SUSTAINABILITY

Dismiss workers and send workers
home to enact their own personal
emergency preparedness plans.

Modelling tools are useful in determining a strategy
for built form, so the shape and materials of the built
form aid in mitigating the effects of the disaster.
Modelling tools are also useful in planning
emergency response strategies and the citing of
key infrastructure, facilities, shelters and emergency
response services.

Previously discussed are recommendations that
improve quality of life and contribute to
sustainability. These include: Built Form that
promotes Walkability through compact, mixed-use
walkable environments and promoting multimodal
transport networks and infrastructure. These two
recommendations alone reduce reliance on
personal automobiles which reduces carbon
emissions, fossil fuel consumption and improves air
quality.
ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
The protection of natural assets, landscape,
waterways and water bodies and the preservation
of continuous natural habitats provide numerous
benefits including:
1) Providing the ‘lungs for the city’, through
retained
natural
habitat,
natural
environment protection and preservation
and created landscape.
2) Mitigate the heat island effect by creating
micro climates.
3) Retaining natural habitat and introducing
new created habitat to allow valuable
biodiversity inclusive of flora and fauna to
thrive. The aim is to preserve and protect
wildlife
4) Providing opportunities for people to interact
with nature and partake in all the health and
wellbeing benefits that affords.
5) Increase rainwater retention and provide for
natural storm water management
In a Central Business District where ecology and
environmental management have been ignored
these principles need to be reintroduced with
landscaped parks, and green spaces, street trees,
continuous tree pits, swales, rain gardens,
permeable and porous paving and other
sustainable
urban
drainage
methods
and
techniques.
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ENERGY, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
The citing, orientation, layout and design of the built
elements that make up a city are important
considerations as they influence daylighting, solar
gain, shading, microclimates and wind flow. Less
advantageous
existing
conditions
can
be
remediated through the addition of external
shading elements, skylights, solar cylinders, artificial
lighting, heating, air conditioning and planting trees
and hedges to improve climate and modulate wind
flow.
Cities should aim to diversify their energy sources
and move towards sustainable renewable energy
sources like solar, wind, hydro and geothermal
inclusive of battery storage. Central business districts
often have large areas of roofing and façade areas
that can be retrofitted with solar panels, solar strips,
solar shades, and so on. There are also solar
powered street lights, traffic lights and parking
meters which can be introduced. There are also
smaller wind turbines suitable for installation on
rooftops.

sustainability, ecology and the green credentials of
buildings, construction practices and site conditions.
12. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
To
realise
a
successful
revitalisation
and
regeneration it may be necessary to review existing
policy and legislation with a view to revisiting,
changing, amending and creating new policy and
legislation where necessary to accomplish the
desired results. It may also be important to employ
alternate means to deliver the regeneration like
Community Led Local Development. (CLLD).
CLLD is a model adopted by the European
Commission to apply to its funding program
recipients, however the model can have wider
application and it may be worth exploring the
model with a view to applying it to city
development, revitalisation and regeneration.

Development in cities and central business districts
should be encouraged as infill development on
derelict, vacant, poor condition, low quality
properties, parking lots or on brown field sites.
Existing green space, parks and gardens should be
preserved and protected. Poor quality, unused
public space that is poorly located, undersized or
unsuited to the demographic should be repurposed
or redeveloped provided a replacement public
space of quality, adequate size and appropriate to
the demographic is created where it’s needed.
Quality buildings should be repurposed, retrofitted,
refurbished and adapted to new uses. Landmarks,
culturally significant sites and properties of historic or
architectural quality should be preserved, protected
and restored.
New development should aspire to be as
sustainable as practicable, resilient, of quality
construction, robust, adaptable, characterful with
visual interest, human scale, and locally distinctive,
appropriate to the context, site, climate,
environment and culture. BREAM and LEED offer
guidance to design teams engaged in the
construction industry to help them consider
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To quote the European Commission’s definition of
CLLD from the Commissions ‘Community Led Local
Development Cohesion Policy 2014-2010” endorsed
by the Council of the European Union in December
2013.
Community Led Local Development focuses on:
•

“specific sub-regional areas;

•

is community-led, by local action groups
composed of representatives of local
public and private socio-economic
interests;

•

is carried out through integrated and
multi-sectoral
area-based
local
development strategies, designed.. (to
take)… into consideration local needs
and potential; and
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•

…includes innovative features in the
local
context,
networking
and…
appropriate.. co-operation.”2

There is a lot of value in the CLLD approach based
on its three components which:
1. gives a voice to local action groups,
The policy states, “local action groups should be
made up of representatives of local public and
private
socio-economic
interests,
such
as
entrepreneurs
and
their
associations,
local
authorities, neighbourhood or rural associations,
groups of citizens (such as minorities, senior citizens,
women/
men,
youth,
entrepreneurs,
etc.),
community and voluntary organisations, etc”. and
“At least 50 % of the votes in selection decisions
should be cast by partners which are not public
authorities and no single interest group should have
more than 49 % of the votes.”3
2. focuses on local development strategies
The policy requires that local development
strategies, “should define the area and population
covered by the strategy; include an analysis of the
development needs and potential of the area,
including a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities,
Threats (SWOT) analysis; and describe the
objectives, as well as the integrated and innovative
features of the strategy, including measurable
targets for outputs or results. The strategies should
also include an action plan demonstrating how
objectives are translated into concrete projects,
management and monitoring arrangements, and a
financial plan.”4

Anon, (2018). Community Led Local Development
Cohesion Policy 2014-2010. [online] Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/i
nformat/2014/community_en.pdf. [Accessed 11 Jun.
2018].
3 Anon, (2018). Community Led Local Development
Cohesion Policy 2014-2010. [online] Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/i
nformat/2014/community_en.pdf. [Accessed 11 Jun.
2018].
4 Anon, (2018). Community Led Local Development
Cohesion Policy 2014-2010. [online] Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/i
nformat/2014/community_en.pdf. [Accessed 11 Jun.
2018].
2
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3. and defines the area
coverage for a strategy

and

population

The policy allows “...the local action groups to
define the actual areas and population that their
strategies will cover”.5
The CLLD allows for the structural change necessary
to support an integrated bottom up approach,
builds community capacity, promotes ownership,
and aids multilevel governance.
Please note there are other vehicles to achieve
regeneration which may be more appropriate to a
specific context. However, from experience top
down approaches without community involvement,
engagement and consultations are resisted by the
electorate and plans often become a ‘political
football’ leading to inaction and the shelving of
government agency plans. Likewise, special interest
sector plans tend to benefit the sector paying for
and promoting the plan and often have too narrow
a focus to address wider issues and benefit broader
segments of society.
Currently Neighbourhood planning in the UK is not a
legal requirement. Communities can however
choose to exercise that right. If a community
embarks on preparing a Neighbourhood plan it sits
alongside the Local Plan prepared by the Local
Authority, provided it passes examination and a
referendum. At that point the Neighbourhood plan
has the same legal status as the Local Plan and
becomes part of the statutory development plan.
Planning Applications are reviewed using both
documents however where conflicts occur there is
a clause in Section 38(6) of Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act of 2004 which reverts
back to pre-existing Planning Acts and Highways
Acts.
Both the Neighbourhood Plan and the Local plan
fall under the National Policy framework and are
administered by the Local Planning Authority. If the
community secure the consent of local people in a
referendum they are entitled to 25% of the

Anon, (2018). Community Led Local Development
Cohesion Policy 2014-2010. [online] Available at:
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/i
nformat/2014/community_en.pdf. [Accessed 11 Jun.
2018].
5
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Community Infrastructure Levy generated from
development in their area.

result in displacement of poor, minority and
ethnic communities but provides the job
creation, access to housing, training and
education necessary so that regeneration
improves the lives of all the residents in the
area.

SUMMARY
To conclude:
•

Central business districts need population
density and diversity.

•

Central business districts need mixed uses
primary among these is mixed income
housing. A sizable resident population
supports entertainment and culture which
are important to destination creation.

•

CBD’s
need
environments.

•

In addition to the above, also consider:
•

The
strategies
to
be
implemented
(stakeholder consultation and input on the
issues to be addressed and detailed
strategies as to how these issues can be
addressed, potential solutions, interventions
and strategies)

walkable

•

CBD’s need quality public realm and green
space.

The Implementation Plan, (stakeholder
responsibility,
policy/action/intervention,
timeframe, budget)

•

Monitoring
and
evaluation
post
implementation (observation, feedback,
reporting and adjustment if necessary after
a reasonable timeframe as appropriate e.g.
2-5-year cycle)

compact

•

CBD’s need multimodal transit hubs and
multi modal transportation networks and
infrastructure.

•

CBD’s need to include diverse job-centres to
attract investment and promote social
mobility.

•

CBD’s need a fine-grained block network.

•

CBD’s need to be destinations preferably
beautiful, inspiring, safe, inclusive places.

•

CBD’s need to consider ecology, and
environmental management.

•

CBD’s need to diversify their energy sources,
safeguard their energy grid and move
toward renewable energy sources.

•

CBD’s need to be resilient.

•

CBD’s need to develop on infill and
brownfield develop cites rather than sprawl
into virgin greenfield and green belts.

•

CBD’s need local community representation
via joint public, private and third sector
action groups to implement strategies and
plans that drive development and evaluate
and monitor outcomes and adjust as
required to get the desired outcomes. This is
important so that regeneration does not
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A successful Central Business District will get the
balance of uses right in the context, while remaining
adaptable and resilient, as measured by their
quality of life, happiness of residents, social inclusion
and diversity, social and community engagement,
economic opportunities and economic growth.
For more information please feel free to email
enquiries@globalurbandesign.org
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